Abstract-Fountain codes are rateless erasure-correcting codes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the introduction of the Luby transform (LT) code [1], the first practical realization of a fountain code [2] , other fountain code designs have surfaced. Examples include the raptor code [3] , which involves precoding an LT code with an outer erasure-correcting code, the real-time oblivious code [4] , which has low processing time and memory requirements but which extensively uses a feedback channel and has a larger overhead than the LT code [5, Fig. 3 ], the systematic LT code [6] , which yields low overhead using soft decoding, and the reconfigurable rateless code [7] , which exploits the feedback channel, varying the block length and encoding strategy adaptively according to channel conditions, so as to achieve overhead reduction. Such code designs have the implicit assumption that the probability distribution either is fixed throughout the generation of the output symbols or, as in the case of [7] , remains fixed if no new knowledge of channel conditions is obtained from feedback (or the lack thereof).
In this paper, we will show that by dropping this assumption, we can achieve significant overhead reduction while still maintaining the same encoding and decoding complexities. In contrast to current fountain codes having fixed probability distributions, we consider fountain codes with non-constant probability distributions.
Arguments in this paper assume a familiarity with both probability theory (see, e.g., [8] ) and the theory of posets (see, e.g., [9, Ch. 3] ). For any poset lP and any a, bE lP, denote a<£.b to mean b covers a, and denote a � b to mean a <£. b or a = b. For any n E N, denote the poset [nJ as the set {I, ... , n} with the usual order. For any matrix M, denote M(i, j) and MT to be the (i, j)-th entry and transpose of M respectively. If M has real entries, then IIMll l denotes the sum of the absolute values of all entries in M.
978-1-4244-6746-4/10/$26.00 ©201O IEEE Sections II and III provide a rigorous mathematical frame work and the necessary tools, so that in Section IV, we can prove that optimal codes have varying probability distributions and give an explicit criterion for optimal code designs. An example of an optimal code design is also given.
II. FOUNT AIN CODE AS A STOCHASTIC PROCESS
Let C be a fountain code with k input symbols 'lih, ... , Wk in 1F�, and denote W as the ex k matrix [Wl, ... , WkJ. For any probability distribution V on 1F�, denote V(il) as the proba bility that vector il is chosen. Output symbols are generated by the map il f---* W il, and we assume the information of il is also transmitted, which in practice can be done using a header packet or via some time-synchronization between the source and destination [3], i.e. we treat the transmission of output symbols as the transmission of column vectors in 1F�.
For each n E N, denote Mn as the set of all k x n matrices over 1F2• Denote M = UnEN Mn, denote U as the collection of all subspaces of 1F�, and denote the poset Ur;, as the set U ordered by set inclusion. For each r E {O, 1, ... , k}, denote Ur as the collection of all r-dimensional subspaces of 1F�, denote J r = I U rl, and denote Kr = 2:�= r J i . Also, for any matrix ME M, denote u(M) as the column space of M.
Definition. A probability distribution sequence (abbreviated: p. d. s. ) is a sequence {Vt}tEN such that Vt is a probability distribution on 1F� for each tEN. If Vt = V for every tEN, then we say this p.d.s. is constant, and by abuse of notation, we breviate this constant sequence simply as V.
• Definition. A stream of output symbols with associated p.d.s. {VthEN is a sequence of independent discrete random vari ables {XthEN such that for each tEN, we have Xt: (1F�, 2 1F� ,Vt) -+ (1F�, 2 1F� ) (1) given by the mapping il f---* il. A (k, {VthEN)-fountain code is a set of k input symbols {Wl' ... , Wk} together with a stream of output symbols with associated p.d.s. {Vt}tEN. The special case of a fountain code with constant p.d.s. V is a (k, V) fountain code, which coincides with the notation in [3] . • For a (k, {VthEN)-fountain code over an erasure channel with erasure probability c, we can treat erasures as zero vectors transmitted, hence the p.d.s. at the destination is effectively {V;hEN ' where each V; is given by V;(il) = (I-c)Vt(il) for any non-zero il E 1F�, and V; (0) = c + (I-c)V(O). This means Also, let f : M --+ U be the map M f---> u(M). For each tEN, define the discrete random variable Yt : (Mt, 2 M ., at) --+ (U,2 u ) (4) by the relation Yt = f(Gt). We call {YthEN a generator subspace sequence with associated p.d.s. {Vt}tEN.
• It is well-known in combinatorics that Ur;, is a (finite) complete modular lattice and hence a graded poset, with the dimension of the subspace as the rank function of this poset. In particular, the modularity of Ur;, just means
is by definition a random variable representing the span of the columns X I, ... ,Xn, i.e. the smallest subspace in U containing subspaces u(XI), ... , u(Xn), we have the identity n Yn = V u(X i) (6) i=l for all n E N. The next result then easily follows. Proposition 1. The generator subspace sequence forms a Markov chain.
Proof: Choose any n E N, and let UI, ... , Un be arbitrary instances of the random variables YI, ... , Yn respectively, such that Pr(Yn = Un, Yn-l = Un-I, ... , YI = UI) > 0. Next, choose an arbitrary U' E U. From (6), we have
so since YI, ... , Yn depend on XI, ... , Xn, and since Xn+ l is by definition independent of XI, ... ,Xn, we get 
otherwise.
• Lemma 2. Let {Yt hEN be a generator subspace sequence with associated p.d.s. {VthEN. If U E U and n E N such that Pr(Yn = U) > 0, then for any U' E U, we have
Proof: Since Pr(
Since dim(u(V)) :::; 1, we have
Thus, by considering: 1) U � U'; and 2) U' = U, we sum up the probabilities of the possible vectors and get (9 {VthEN is constant, which then allows us to use its transition matrix to compute transitional probabilities. In this section, our main goal is to construct the fountain matrix, which is an analogue of the transition matrix in the general non-constant p.d.s. case and an important tool for p.d.s. design analysis. We then derive results that link the fountain matrix to the rank of the generator matrix, which will be useful in Section IV.
Definition. Let lP be an arbitrary finite poset with n elements.
Recall that a refinement of lP is another poset lP' such that lP = lP' as sets, and such that for any x, y ElP, we have x :::; y in lP implies x :::; y in lP'. Let lP* be any refinement of lP such that lP* is totally ordered 1 , and let ¢ : lP* --+ [n] be the (unique) poset isomorphism corresponding to this refinement. We say ¢ is a total-refinement map of lP, and we say lP* is the refinement corresponding to ¢.
• Definition. Let ¢ be a total-refinement map ofUr;, . Let n E N, and let V, VI, ... , Vn be probability distributions on lF�. We define the (V, ¢)-fountain matrix as the matrix T given by
Let T i be the (Vi, ¢)-fountain matrix for each i E [n], and denote Fn as the matrix product Fn = TI··· Tn. We call Fn the ¢-fountain product corresponding to the n-tuple (Vb ... , Vn). When n, ¢ and the corresponding probability distributions are not important, we simply say T is afountain matrix and Fn is a fountain product.
• Definition. Let fD thEN be a p.d.s., and let ¢ be any total refinement map of Ur;. For each n E N, let Tn be the (Vn, ¢)-fountain matrix, and let Fn be the ¢-fountain product corresponding to (Vb ... , Vn). We then refer to {TthEN and {Ft hEN as the fountain matrix sequence and fountain product sequence respectively, each corresponding to ({VthEN ' ¢) .
• Definition. Let n E N, let F be a ¢-fountain product corresponding to (V1, ••• , Vn), and let r, r' E {a, 1, ... , k}. Let U* be the refinement corresponding to ¢, let U; be the induced subposet of U* corresponding to set Ur, and let ¢r : U; ---* [JrJ be the natural (unique) poset isomorphism. Define U; , and ¢r' analogously. Define the (r, r')-fountain block of F as the submatrix of F corresponding to the Jr rows in {¢(U) : U E Ur} and the Jr, columns in {¢(U) : U E Ur' }.
We say ¢r is the r-th sub-refinement map of F.
• Denoting the (r, r')-fountain block as Ar,r " we note that Ar,r' (i, j) = F( ¢( ¢ r:1 (i)), ¢( ¢ ;:/ (j))).
In particular, if F is the (V, ¢)-fountain matrix T, then Ar,r ' (i, j) = T( ¢( ¢ r:1 (i)), ¢( ¢ ;:/ (j))) = (3v ( ¢ r:1 (i), ¢ ;:/ (j)).
Also, since dim is the rank function of the graded poset Ur;, the set {¢(U) : U E U r } � [KJ is invariant over all total refinement maps ¢ of Ur;, thus we have: IIAr,r , 111 is independent of the choice of ¢. (15) Theorem 3. Let T be a (V, ¢)-fountain matrix. Let r, r' E {a, 1, ... , k} be arbitrarily chosen, and denote Ar,r ' as the (r, r')-fountain block of T. We have the following properties:
(i) Ar,r ' is a zero matrix if r' < r or r' > r + 1.
(ii) Ar,r is a diagonal matrix, with
for each m E [JrJ. (iii) The row sum of each row in T is 1.
thus proving property (i), as well as the diagonality of Ar,r for every r E {a, 1, ... , k}. Using (14), we can compute the diagonal entries explicitly, and property (ii) easily follows.
show that all summands in the sum2 in (17) are distinct, and that each iJ E 1F� corresponds to exactly one summand V( iJ) in (17). For brevity, let S be the partial sum L: vE U V(iJ), and for each U' E U covering U, let S U ' be the partial sum L: vE U '\ U V(iJ). Since Un (U'\U) = 0, the summands in S are distinct from the summands in S U ' for all U' covering U. Now, suppose Ufo U� E U both cover U. If there is some 178 11 E 1F�\U such that 11 E U{ n U�, then 11 � U implies both j =r for n E N, r E {a, 1, ... , k}. If the context is clear (Le. when {VthEN and € are given), then we breviate Cl:r,n(Vi, ... ,V�) as Cl: r,n. Corollary 5 then tells us Cl:r,n is the probability of the generator matrix Gn having rank � r at the destination.
IV. CHOOSING THE NEXT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION
Let N E N, and suppose we are given N probability distributions V1, ••• , V N on 1F�, which form the first N probability distributions of some p.d.s. design at the source. To minimize overhead, we then need to decide on the next distribution VN+1 in the p.d.s. so that Cl: r, N+1 is maximized. Definition. Let n E N, and let VI. ... , Vn be any n probabil ity distributions on 1F�. Let ¢ be any total-refinement map of Ur;, and let F be the ¢-fountain product corresponding to the n-tuple (V1, ••• , Vn). For each t, i, j E {a, 1, ... ,k}, denote ¢t as the t-th sub-refinement map of F, and denote Ai, j as the (i, j)-fountain block of F. For any r E {a, 1, ... , k} and any non-zero iJ E 1F�, we define I'r,n(iJ I V1, varies over all non-zero vectors in 1F�. Also, define r �� n CDI, ... , 'On) = arg mi !.1l'r,n(-U'IDI, ... , 'On), (22) , vEIF�\{O}
• Theorem 6. Let n E N and let '01, ... ,'On be probability distributions on 1F�. Let ¢ be a total-refinement map of U <; , let F be the ¢-fountain product corresponding to (Db ... , 'On), and for each i, j E {0,1, ... ,k}, denote Ai, j as the (i, j) fountain block of F. For any t E {O, 1, ... ,k}, v E 1F�\ {O'l, we breviate I't ,n(vID1, ... , 'On) as I't ,n(v). Then, for any r E [k] and any probability distribution '0 on 1F�, we have ar,n+!(DI, ... , 'On, D) = ar,n(DI, ... , 'On) + C, (23) where C is given by (27) VEr���,n Proof By Theorem 6, it suffices to prove that non-negative real-valued variables subject to the constraint
VEIF�\ {O}
we see that (29) and (30) imply (28). The lower bound in (28) is attained only if '0* (v) 1:-0 implies v E r��l n ' hence (30) yields (27). Finally, C' ?: 0 follows trivially fr�m (29). D Corollary 8. Let n E N, and let n probability distributions Db ... ,'On on 1F� corresponding to erasure probability c be given. Then for any r E [k], and any probability distribution '0 with erasure probability c, we have ar,n+!(D i, ... , D�, '0*) is maximized if and only if '0 satisfies the condition:
Proof By Corollary 7, since '01, ... ,'On are given implies ( IIAO,r-lI11 -1':.n-tn(Di, ... , D�)) in (26) '01, ... ,'Ok, which are clearly distinct. Furthermore, we fix 'Ok+! , ... , D k+L !i J to be probability distributions induced by the degree distriliution /1k , c , 5, and we define subsequent prob ability distributions recursively: D n+L * J = 'On for all n E N. Using Corollary 8, we can check that ar,n(D i, ... ,D�) is maximized for all r, n E [k] and any erasure probability c, hence the first k probability distributions of C' are optimal.
Using belief propagation (BP) decoding and parameters k = 250, c = 0.03, 8 = 0.5, we run simulations for the LT code and C'. Each histogram in Fig. 1 represents 10000 iterations, and we see that C' has a lower average overhead than the LT code, e.g. 9.70%, 24.05%, 63.62% lower for erasure probabilities c = 10%, 5%, 1% respectively. In this paper, we applied probability theory and the theory of posets, and showed that optimal fountain codes must have non constant p.d.s. designs. A criterion for optimal code designs has also been derived. Simulations show that non-constant p.d.s. designs, such as the example given, can yield overhead reduction, hence our results have immense significance for fountain codes, promising codes with lower overhead when we allow the probability distributions to vary. Following the same design principle, other code designs with even further overhead reduction are possible and will be elaborated in future work. a:r,n+1(Vl"" , Vn, V) = L AO,iA i,�r +Ao,�rA �r,�r . i=O 1
